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Special Report

“The biggest
challenge [this year]

will be online and
offline collaboration”

—Carat’s David Verklin

Live Earth concert
“is the greatest
showcase for what
our services can do”
—MSN’s Joanne Bradford

madison meets vine, but how does Hollywood meet Silicon Valley? Or does it?
Those are questions that have plagued the online ad industry for the past two

years as broadband penetration has grown, people have shown a willingness to
plop down in front of the computer monitor for everything from three-minute
clips to three-hour baseball games, and a robust market for online video advertis-
ing has developed.  

Online giants’ response to this environment has varied, but it doesn’t indicate a
mass drive toward generating new content yet. Google hasn’t shown any interest in
creating its own content. AOL has been an early proponent of aggregation, working
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with corporate sibling Warner Bros. to syndi-
cate second-run TV shows. Yahoo took a
strong stance—and then reversed it. Mi-
crosoft, on the other hand, has most recently
bet much of its content efforts on branded en-
tertainment.

Yahoo hedged from its early stance in
which Lloyd Braun said a little too much a little
too soon, declaring he would create an “I Love
Lucy” moment on the internet—a phenome-
non,in other words,that would rival the one in
1950s TV when one in four households
watched Lucille Ball.

Perhaps even hiring someone like Mr.
Braun, a successful TV executive who green-
lighted such hits as ABC’s “Lost”and “Desper-
ate Housewives,” set the bar too high. Today,
Yahoo does have the seeds of a very successful
model in its online show “The Nine,” where a
charismatic VJ counts down the top nine
“webfinds”of the web that day.

REVEILLE DEAL ROLLING
Just months after Mr. Braun issued a bit of a
mea culpa—a new stance,much more humble
and realistic—Microsoft Corp.announced am-
bitious content plans of its own. Last year at
Microsoft’s Strategic Account Summit,it tout-
ed a content deal with TV production company
Reveille that would bring a new model to the
way content is done on the web.

“Marketers have learned, as we’ve
all learned painfully,some of the mod-
els that have worked in other media
don’t work very well online,” says
Gayle Troberman, senior director-
branded entertainment and experi-
ences team at MSN.

For the MSN portal,which already
attracted a massive audience, the fun-
damental question was how to get
people to spend more time on the site.

“Big growth comes from deepen-
ing the relationship with the audi-
ence,” says Rob Bennett, general
manager-entertainment and video
services at MSN. “If you can get
everyone to do one or two or three
more things,you become a more central part of
their online experience; they become more
loyal, and they become more valuable to ad-
vertisers.”

That was the primary reasoning behind
adding original content to MSN. The portal
launched its first original material last year
with a show called “Fan Club,”which followed
an Illinois minor-league baseball team, the
Schaumburg Flyers. It was interactive—view-
ers could vote for the lineup and be voyeurs in
the dugout and locker room. The show didn’t
get great audience numbers, but it proved that
people viewing the series stayed on the site
longer and became more involved.

Microsoft’s Reveille partnership was creat-
ed last spring. MSN would seed a production
fund that Reveille could draw upon to develop
pilots for the 10 shows to be produced as part of
the deal.MSN has right of first refusal on web
shows and content Reveille produces.The pro-
duction company will pitch a slate of ideas,
some of which will be greenlighted right away;
others will be shopped around to advertising
customers to gauge interest. Sometimes the
show ideas will come from MSN’s discussions
with marketers—identifying a particular need
and bringing it back to Reveille.

One of the first series spawned was “Chef to
the Rescue,”meant to be an edgier approach to
food programming.MSN shopped it around to
the usual package-goods marketers, and Kraft
Foods was interested. But Kraft said suburban
moms were less interested in sitting down to
watch funny,entertaining cooking content on-
line than they were in using content that
would help them plan better meals. Could
MSN program the show in that direction?

Having the marketer at the table right away
helped guide the direction,Ms.Troberman says.
She took the idea back to the creative folks at
Reveille,where “we had our moments,”she says
of the reception to the change in direction. But
“we learned a lot about the consumer who really
was the target for this kind of programming.”

Microsoft knew it had to create online con-
tent differently from how the big-budget stu-
dio world goes about making hit TV shows.Af-
ter all, the economics are very different. Mr.
Bennett says in the case of “The Big Debate,”
they created—for the price it would cost to
make a fairly low-budget 22-minute TV pi-
lot—20 three-minute episodes.The trick is es-
chewing established writers, directors and tal-
ent in favor of up-and-comers.They’re edgier
and less expensive,Mr.Bennett says.

Marketers are figuring that out as well.An-
heuser-Busch has launched Bud.tv relying on
such talent, and American Express Co. has a
content studio.

Despite the interest in online branded en-
tertainment, one of the biggest challenges re-

mains building up strong enough
reach and frequency to break
through.

“Building an audience takes time
on the web because usage is so distrib-
uted, even more than diversified TV
viewing of today,” Ms. Troberman
says. While some brands have pro-
duced stellar virals, for every one
that’s a hit, many go unwatched and
unnoticed.

MSN maintains that a big portal
can provide frequency needed to
build an audience. “Kraft’s investing
in a season of ‘Chef to the Rescue’
gave us six months to get it right,”she
says. “We can find those consumers
across Live Mail, Messenger, Office

Live, the MSN home page, MSNBC, even
Xbox,and remind them to come back.”

Adds Eric Bader, senior VP-digital at Me-
dia-Vest,New York,which worked with MSN
on behalf of Kraft:“If you want to put on a film
festival a long way from the highway, good
luck.But if you have an exit and a lot of signage
around it,you’re going to do better.”

Of course, there’s a trade-off to partnering
with the people who have distribution. Video
assets owned solely by an advertiser, as op-
posed to those co-created with an online part-
ner,aren’t beholden to the restrictions of a me-
dia company and can travel around the web
however the marketer likes—and, Mr. Bader
says,can be amortized over other exposures,be
it on a brand’s own site,on TV or on video-on-
demand.

In the past year, since the MSN-Reveille
deal was announced,Mr.Bennett says he’s met
with a “wide range” of producers, directors,
writers and talent, from the young up-and-
comers to established show runners.The lure is
the ability to do something free of the con-
straints of TV or film’s conventional time
blocks and model.

“Online is a way to go out and try to tell sto-
ries in a different way,”he says.

When Microsoft Corp. tapped Joanne Bradford late last year to lead MSN,
it signaled the importance Microsoft was placing on its portal. MSN
would, as Ms. Bradford said at the time, help define the intersection
where advertising meets content. Even when she was heading
Microsoft’s online ad sales before her new MSN-centric role, Ms. Bradford
championed original branded entertainment online.

Now, the VP-chief media officer of MSN is part of what arguably will
be the biggest online-content event of the year: the July 7 Live Earth
concert to fight global warming. Shortly after sharing the stage with Al
Gore, Cameron Diaz and Control Room CEO Kevin Wall to announce Live
Earth, Ms. Bradford talked to Advertising Age’s Abbey Klaassen about
that event and the role of MSN in redefining content for a new medium.
Below is an edited transcript.

How is Live Earth going to be different from Live 8? 
This is going to be way more than a streaming event. As an example [from
earlier MSN efforts], we built a Bunco tournament for [Procter & Gamble
Co.’s] Prilosec, and there’s chat, games, interplay. We created “Chef to the
Rescue” with Kraft, and there are message boards, [ways to] get the recipe.

Instead of giving people a one-dimensional experience from a
product perspective, our plan is to get great content on MSN, be
entertained, use Messenger to share your passion and position. … The
phenomenon in 2005 around Live 8 was I can see this when I want how I
want. Now it’s not just when I want it and how I want it but also how can I
share in this cause.  Every day we’ll add new functionality, new features.
This is the greatest showcase on earth to show what our services can do. 

How are you preparing? 
We did the Nokia New Year’s concert, which was live from five locations
around the globe. That was great learning for us, and that was with Kevin
Wall [of Control Room]. The thing about music is it transcends all borders,
and it’s content that can scale globally.  … Not many other companies in the
world can do what we can globally. We’re in 42 countries, 21 languages. …
Also, this isn’t about the one date. This is about figuring out how to sustain
this message, let people see this. 

Why invest in such a giant endeavor? 
For me, personally, I believe the internet is one of the most empowering
things that’s been given to consumers in my lifetime. I want to see it used
really in the right way. That’s what I love about what Kevin [Wall] and Al
[Gore] are doing around this. … The next piece is getting people to take
action. ... The numbers of people who show up on the web to watch and do
things—I don’t think the world understands the power of that yet. That’s
why I work at Microsoft and MSN, so we can prove what technology can do
for the web and for the world.  

You were handed the reins to MSN. How does this
fit within your goal for the portal? 
For MSN, I want to show people they can get information and do
something and have a great experience. They can choose when they
want to watch something, choose the video they want. … I want
consumers to see more and do more on MSN, and to do that we’re
creating compelling partnerships, programs and experiences. 

Like your Control Room partnership? 
As I said, music is the universal language. I’m going to use it to help
engage our consumers. … I’m in all of this for the long term.

Microsoft’s Bradford puts her
stamp on global warming effort 

BRADFORD:
Easy as MSN

“If you can
get everyone
to do one or
two or three
more things,
you become
a more
central part
of their online
experience;
they become
more loyal,
and they
become
more
valuable to
advertisers” 
—Rob Bennett,
MSNgeneral
manager-
entertainment
and video
services

“If you want
to put on a
film festival a
long way
from the
highway,
good luck.
But if you
have an exit
and a lot of
signage
around it,
you’re going
to do better” 
—Eric Bader,
senior VP-digital,
MediaVest
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warning to marketers seeking to ex-
plore the blogosphere:The world of blogs is
still evolving, along with how advertisers
can stake out a place in it.

If they’re even called blogs. Already the
term “conversational media” is replacing
blog in many discussions about feedback-
based online media, even as advertisers seek
efficient ways to manage blog environments.

“We definitely need a new way to define
the kind of professional,high-quality blogs
that have real value to consumers and ad-
vertisers,” says John Battelle, chairman of
Federated Media Publishing, which pack-
ages high-profile, independent blogs for
media-buying agencies on behalf of brands
including Nike,Nissan and Absolut.

Federated now has more than 100 inde-
pendent blogs divided among 10 interest
group “federations”that can be served up to
advertisers in various forms. The company
plans to go to more than 200 this year;Digg
and Boing Boing are two of its most popular.

Mr. Battelle’s complaint about blog defi-
nitions underscores the blurring of the line
between independent blogs written by pop-
ular authors and the rapidly expanding mass
of blog-like content created by marketers
and millions of individuals.It’s a large world.
Blog measurement and search site Techno-
rati now tracks more than 66 million blogs.

Media buyers readily agree that mar-
keter-created blogs have become valuable  in
gathering consumer opinion to help shape
products,brands and advertising (see sidebar
at right).Many marketers hesitate to adver-
tise on blogs they don’t own because of their
lack of control over the content,says Art Sin-
dlinger, VP-activation director at Publicis
Groupe’s Starcom USA,Chicago.

“What happens in blogs can be unpre-
dictable,and a marketer has to be prepared to
stick with it no matter what happens,” he
says. “Marketer participation in blogs re-
quires total immediacy and a willingness to
let go of control.Many aren’t prepared for it.”

Despite these growing pains and the awk-
wardness of evolving definitions,it’s undeni-
able that blogs with consistently high traffic
are attracting ads.The much-maligned, old-

media newspaper industry, ironically, seems
to be a hotbed of ad-supported blogging.
Nielsen/NetRatings reports that traffic to
newspaper blog sites rose 210% in 2006.

The New York Times is rolling out about
one new blog each week, says Vivian
Schiller, general manager of the newspa-
per’s website. Derived from the Times’
best-known columns and writers, its most
popular blogs include “DealBook” and
David Carr’s “The Carpetbagger.” Times
blogs have drawn advertising from mar-

keters including Paramount Pictures,Skyy
vodka,Deutsche Bank and Intel Corp.

“We expect to see significant growth in
blog advertising this year,”says Denise War-
ren,The New York Times Media Group sen-
ior VP-chief advertising officer.

CNN last month sold its first blog ad pack-
age; travel site Orbitz bought a sponsorship
through the first three quarters on Anderson
Cooper’s blog.The deal includes Mr.Cooper’s
CNN.com web page and blog, and Orbitz
gets some on-air promotion on the cable net-
work,says Greg D’Alba,CNN’s chief operat-
ing officer-ad sales and marketing.Mr.D’Al-
ba expects to sign more blog ad deals this year.

General Motors Corp.has become an ac-
tive blog advertiser, especially on auto-en-
thusiast sites such as Edmunds’ “Inside Line”
and through broader ad buys on blogs via
Google AdSense,says Mike Devereux,GM’s
general director-corporate digital marketing
and customer-relationship management.

“I wouldn’t call our blog spending huge,
but it’s going to grow significantly this year,”
Mr. Devereux says, though he declines to
specify spending. GM Planworks, Detroit,
handles blog advertising and planning.

Blog specialists may emerge to provide
assistance. Ogilvy North America recently
announced plans to use Technorati’s Con-
versational Marketing System to help
clients develop their own blogs and other
user-generated media.

“Blogs reach consumers who are in-
tensely engaged in specific subjects like cars
or sports or politics,and this can be a power-
ful environment for advertising,” says
Davis Brewer, manager-digital technolo-
gies at Publicis’ StarLink, Chicago.“I think
it’s more important to reach the audience
than to be too queasy about losing control.”

But the effort required to seek appropriate
blog environments and monitor the results
may not be worth it for many marketers.

Randall Rothenberg, chairman-CEO of
the Interactive Advertising Bureau and an
Advertising Age columnist, cautions that
it’s too soon to gauge blogs’ relevance as a
stand-alone ad medium. “Someday we
may see the Vanity Fair of blogs,and it will
attract that type of advertising. But right
now,that model has not yet evolved.”
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BLOGS FASCINATE, 
FRIGHTEN MARKETERS
EAGER TO TAP LOYALISTS 
OUT OF CONTROL: Content may be out of advertisers’hands,
but they’re still embracing high-traffic ‘conversational media’

By KATE FITZGERALD

CAR LOVERS,seemingly as
passionate about their
vehicles as they are about
their human significant
others, are filling the
blogosphere with material on
everything from alternative
fuels to vintage racers.

And often it’s the
automakers that are
providing enthusiasts with
their digital soapboxes.

Suzuki has offered a series
of temporary blogs, soliciting
consumer feedback on
everything from its products
to advertising. Currently
running at suzukifilms.com is
a company-created movie
spotlighting Suzuki vehicles
and the carmaker’s attitude
about its products.

The marketer has become
so enamored of the two-way
medium that Suzuki’s core
website is being redesigned to
be more blog-like,
incorporating better
feedback technology, says
David Harris, e-business and
customer-relations
marketing manager for
American Suzuki Motor Corp.

General Motors Corp.’s
“FastLane” blog, penned by
top GM executives including
Vice Chairman Bob Lutz,
includes both negative and
positive comments from
readers. Although GM reviews
reader feedback for relevance
and appropriateness, the
company says it’s open to all
shades of feedback.

“If there is a big gap
between GM’s excellence and
people’s perception of it, we
believe blogs are a great
opportunity to help change
those perceptions,” says Mike
Devereux, GM’s digital
marketing chief.

The Word of Mouth
Marketing Association is one
of the few organizations that
offer guidance to marketers
setting up their own blogs and
participating in others.
Among WOMMA’s tips: Never
engage in “astroturfing,”
where corporations plant pro-
brand comments in blogs as if
they were the genuine
opinions of bloggers.

-KATE FITZGERALD

GM, Suzuki
usemedium to
connect with
car junkies

‘FASTLANE’: GM blog

“Blogs can be
unpredictable,
and a
marketer
has to be
prepared to
stick with it no
matter what
happens”  
—Art Sindlinger,
VP-activation
director, Starcom 

“I wouldn’t call
our blog
spending
huge, but it’s
going to grow
significantly
this year” 
—Mike Devereux,
general director-
corporate digital
marketing and
CRM, General
Motors

TOP 5 BLOGS 

Some of the attributes that blog readers say
make a blog work

Source: Based on 10 surveys using the research network of Vizu Answers

(vizuanswers.com). To see more results from these blog-themed surveys, go to

http://answers.vizu.com/pdf/Blog_Readership_Report_March_07.pdf.
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WHAT’S THE
BIGGEST TREND
OR CHALLENGE
IN DIGITAL MEDIA? 
ON THE EDGE: In case there was still any doubt,digital is emerging “as
the hub ofmarketing,”and it’s changing the ad world at a rapid pace.
Advertising Age’s Emily Tan asked some ofdigital’s top movers to
identify the biggest trends and challenges that lie ahead.Here are
excerpts from their e-mail responses.

“If there is one sweeping trend that
provides a monumental opportunity—
and challenge—for digital marketers
this year, it’s the harnessing of online
video as an advertising and marketing
platform.

“Despite the media frenzy
surrounding online video, its use as an
advertising vehicle is still limited by
several barriers. (EMarketer
estimates advertisers will spend only
$775 million this year for online video
ads out of a total online advertising
pie of more than $19 billion.)

“The overarching constraint is the
lack of business model or universally
approved standards. While television
has had a long history of being
supported by ad dollars, with
consumers willing to put up with 15
minutes of commercials for every
hour of programming content they
enjoy, online video is still finding its
way in terms of commercial
monetization.

“There are real questions about
what consumers will tolerate in the
online video space. Marketers will
need to be bold in their
experimentation with different online
video advertising formats, including
pre-roll, mid-roll, end-roll,
sponsorships, paid search, e-mail and
countless other options not yet even
conceived.

“The video revolution is here, but
it’s still [in its] very early days.”

“The most important new trend in
marketing today is the easy advent of
tools for making video, combining
material, editing, posting and
distributing consumer-based content
across the web—often for a marketing
or publicity purpose or impact.

“The most important change ... is
the rise of video across many
platforms, particularly online. Online
video is already consumed by more
than 40% of Americans 12-64 at least
once a week. This is going to grow, and
within a few years it will be very easy
to send IP content from your PC to
your TV. The internet, TV monitor and
the home wireless network (32% of
internet homes) are all changing the
face of home entertainment, media
and leisure time.”

“The most important challenge in
digital media for 2007 is that the
industry is diversifying faster than it
is growing. The exploding diversity of
digital media channels, platforms,
properties, behaviors and
requirements—expounded by the
geographical expansion and
idiosyncrasies—has widened the gap
between what marketers can afford
to embrace and what consumers are
consuming.

“With finite budgets and infinite
media choices, the challenge for
marketers is to become attractive
rather than merely present, to not
just buy media but to also earn it.”

“One key challenge for marketers is
to determine how to evaluate and
choose from the ever-expanding
new-media and advertising options.
While there is simply not enough
time and resources to take
advantage of every opportunity, it’s
imperative that marketers evolve
with the changing media landscape.

“The ideal is to identify and test
new platforms that offer a first-
mover advantage, that are
measurable and that can be scaled
effectively to deliver a significant
return on investment. From a
process perspective, this requires
risk tolerance, rigor and speed,
which can be significant challenges
for organizations to overcome.”

“The emergence of digital as the hub
of marketing. More and more
agencies with a robust digital
discipline at their center will be asked
to steer clients’ brands.”

“The old-media production and
distribution hierarchies are
crumbling. Everything is in flux, and
nothing is a given anymore—except
for the fact that customers are in
control. Brands can and must start
earning the attention of these
customers through the creation of
compelling and valuable digital
content.”

MIKE VORHAUS
Senior VP-managing
director, new media and
strategy, Frank N. Magid
Associates

MATT FREEMAN
CEO, Tribal DDB Worldwide

SHANE STEELE
Director-emerging media
and online advertising,
Coca-Cola Co.

GEOFF RAMSEY
CEO, eMarketer

LAURA LANG
President, Digitas

NICK LAW
Chief creative officer, R/GA

“The biggest [marketing] challenge
for digital media in the next 12
months will be online and offline
collaboration and coordination.
Effective online programs require
support from offline media. Virtually
all creative offline programs now
require a highly inventive online
component. The online and offline
worlds are now intertwined.”

DAVID VERKLIN
CEO, Carat Americas

“We will see more uses of video to
support advertising than just pre-roll.
While 90% of the online market is pre-
roll-based, marketers are beginning to
experiment with different uses of video
storytelling and information. GM has
built out their own video showroom with
the largest cable operators … to make
their product compelling in a high-
consideration category. They’ve also
distributed to destinations like YouTube,
Google Video and Edmunds to allow the
auto shopper to have that experience
wherever they want. No pre-roll, great
levels of consumer engagement.”

CURT HECHT
Exec VP-chief digital officer,
GM Planworks
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‘THE OFFICE,’ ‘HEROES’ 
POWER ONLINE NBC PLAY 
WORK FORCE: Digital spinoffs,deleted scenes find younger
audience catching Dunder-Mifflin sagas via web,mobile,iPods

when “heroes” accounted for more than
half the videos viewed on NBC.com last fall,
the network knew it could attribute much
of the digital success to “The Office.”

That show last year became the first to
demonstrate that digital viewership can
add to a program’s audience instead of just
siphoning viewers away from TV. “The
Office’s” Nielsen ratings last season
ticked up at the same time NBC  added the
show to iTunes.

Since then, many other shows from
various broadcast and cable networks have
performed admirably on iTunes and other
online venues.But “The Office”pioneered
how to take advantage of digital media.
The show’s digital success is also notewor-
thy because “The Office”struggled in rat-
ings before the online ramp-up.

NBC now looks to “The Office” as a
template when it introduces digital spin-
offs,as with “Heroes”last fall.

“One thing is clear:The buzz we got in
the marketplace generated interest in ‘The
Office,’ ” says Jeff Gaspin,president-cable
and digital content at NBC Universal. He
says the show became the impetus for
“TV 360,” the initiative NBC Universal
unveiled at last year’s upfront to create
digital extensions for all its shows.

“The Office” began doing double duty
with its digital forays during its second sea-
son on NBC, when the network made the
show available on iTunes in December 2005.

The show quickly shot up to the No.1
downloaded TV program on iTunes.

NBC turned its attention next to ad-
supported online venues.During the net-
work’s development meeting a year ago,
NBC gave the green light to produce
about a dozen “The Office”webisodes for
summer 2006. The episodes, featuring
supporting characters, ran only on
NBC.com; sponsors included FedEx
Corp., Toyota Motor Sales USA and Fox
Searchlight’s “Little Miss Sunshine.”

While other networks had experi-
mented with short shows made for mo-
bile phones, “The Office” became one of
the first marquee broadcast properties to
spawn an original web series.

The webisodes bridged one season to the
next,helping maintain interest in the show
during the summer rerun doldrums, Mr.
Gaspin says.The webisodes were even in-
cluded on last September’s DVD release of
Season 2,which became Universal’s fastest-
selling TV show on DVD.More webisodes
of “The Office”are likely for this summer.

“The Office” maintains on ongoing
presence on NBC.com with content such
as “exclusive deleted scenes.”

Original online content, such as web-
sisodes,is a good bet for a network,says Will
Richmond, president of online video re-
searcher Broadband Directions. “They al-
low fans to engage more deeply and give ad-
vertisers additional,high-value inventory.”

Digital spinoffs are attractive to adver-
tisers primarily because they offer
a means to reach younger demo-
graphics,says T.S.Kelly,senior VP-
director of research and insight for
Media Contacts, the interactive
arm of Havas media agency MPG,
New York.“I would argue that for
anyone under 30,we need a differ-
ent media mix.”

MPG has placed advertisers
such as Fidelity Investments, Royal
Caribbean International and Hershey Co.
in online TV venues including NBC.com,
ABC.com and AOL’s In2TV channel.
Younger people “are choosing media
channels that best fit their lifestyle,” Mr.
Kelly says.

NBC.com visitors who watch the net-
work’s shows online also skew younger,
more frequently male and more educated

than the average TV and internet audi-
ence—another bonus for advertisers.
About 78% of site visitors who watch
shows on NBC.com said they missed the
show on broadcast TV.

NBC found that 81% of viewers recall
the pre-roll ads after two or more exposures.
NBC.com doesn’t include epidsodes of “The
Office” but does feature full episodes of
“Heroes,”“My Name Is Earl,”“30 Rock,”
“Friday Night Lights”and “Las Vegas.”

BOOST VISITS 74%
The network’s online video strategy is
working. NBC grew the number of
unique viewers to its website by 74.1%,to
9.4 million, in 2006, according to
Nielsen/NetRatings.

“Heroes” probably owes
some of its breakout success to
the way NBC promoted it
through online venues. Before
last fall’s network premiere,
NBC partnered with Nissan
North America to offer a gift
card at Regal Cinemas to watch
“Heroes”free on iTunes.

“We wanted to get this [show]
out there to early adopters of technology,”
Mr. Gaspin says.“We knew from the suc-
cess of a show like [ABC’s] ‘Lost,’ which had
a similar kind of a sensibility and curiosity,
that audiences crave extensions like this.”

In addition to iTunes, where “Heroes”
regularly lands among the top 10 TV
shows, NBC ran full-length episodes on
NBC.com. In late January, the network
rolled out wireless content for the show.

By DAISY WHITNEY “One thing is
clear: The
buzz we got
in the
marketplace
generated
interest in
‘The Office’ ” 
—Jeff Gaspin,
president-cable
and digital
content, NBC
Universal

Webisodes
“give
advertisers
additional,
high-value
inventory”   
—Will Richmond,
president,
Broadband
Directions
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To reach this exclusive audience call Lucy Gould @ 212.641.6646 or email lucy.gould@ft.com.

FT.com is #1...
...in composition of C-level, senior management titles, IT business decision makers, banking and
financial industry professionals. And FT.com delivers the best audience composition of $150k+
earners and $1m+ in portfolio value.  With a monthly reach exceeding 5 million unique visitors,
these global elite are heavy lifters when it comes to decision making and spending power.

Source: Nielsen/NetRatings @Plan, Spring 2006 Release, ABCe March 2006
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RANK SHOW EPISODE NETWORK

1 Heroes “Run” NBC

2 The Office “Phyllis’ Wedding” NBC

3 24 “1-2 p.m.” Fox

4 24 “2-3 p.m.” Fox

5
Battlestar 
Galactica “The Woman King” Sci Fi Channel

Notes: Top five downloaded TV shows as of about 5 p.m. (ET) on Feb. 15. The

iTunes rankings change on an ongoing, real-time basis.

TV’S TOP HITS ON ITUNES
NBCleads the charge 




